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ABSTRACT

Sn-Ge-Cd-Cu=Fe mineralization is observed in the Fuentes Villanas nine, which exploits the hydrothermal vein deposit of
Barquilla Salamanca, Spain. Two associations are present, one consisting of cassiterite, I€rnyite, greenockite, tetrahedrite,
herzenbergite and minor chalcopyrite, Ag-Pb-Bi-bearing sulfosalts, galena and native bismuth, in the veins; the other involves
chalcopyrite, stannite, stannoidite, mawsonite, tetrahedrite, cadmian briartite, bomite, mohite, native bismuth, bismutlinite and
digenite in the altered host-mck close to the veins. The fust one crystallizal before an intense episode of sericitic alteration,
whereas the second is contgmporaneous with it. The crystallization s€quence of Sn-bearing minerals proposed is: cassiterite ->

herzenbergite + dernfite -r stannoidite -) mawsonite, Available experimental dala suggest that these ninerals crystallized in a
sequence controlled by the increase of S fugacity or decrease of temperature (or both), The germanium content of cadmian
briartite probably was picked up from tle host rocks by migrating fluids.

Keywords: Sn-Ge-Cd-Cu=Fe-bearing sulfides, sulfosalts, hydrothermal deposit, Barquillc Spain.

Solvrutens

Ir gisement filonien de Barquilla (Salgmanque, Espage) pr6sente dans la nine de Fuentes Villanas une min6ralisation
originale Sn-Ge-Cd=Cu-Fe. Deux associations sont pr6sentes. L'une dans les filons contient I'assemblage cassit6rite, dernfite,
greenockite, t6tra6drite, herzenbergite e! comme phases mineures, chalcopyrite, sulfosels i Ag-Pb-Bi, galine et bismuth narif.
L'autre, situ6e dans la roche encaissante alt6€e, contient chatcopyrite, stannite, stannoidite, mawsonite, tdtraddrite, bdartite
cadmifdrg bomite, mohite, bismuth natif, bismuthinite et dig6nite. La premidre association a cristallis6 avant le processus intense
de s6ricitisation, alors que la seconde est contemporaine de celui-ci. La s€quence proposde de cristallisation des mindraux
contenant de f6tain est cassit6rite -+ herzenbergite + demfite -+ stanrcidite -+ mawsonite. Les donn6es ext'rimentales font
penser que cetio succession tdmoigne d'une augmentation de la fugacitd du soufre ou d'une diminution de la temp€rature (ou des
deux facteurs). La teneur en Ge de la briartite cadmifbre provient probablement des roches encaissantes, sujettes tr la migration
des fluides.

Mots-cl6s: sulfures de Sn-Ge-Cd-Cu-Fe, sulfosels, gisement filonien, Barquilla, Espagne.
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Inrnoouc"noN

The Barquilla deposit, located in the southwestem
part of Salamanc4 Spain, is unusual in the development
of rare sulfides and sulfosalts of Sn-Ce{d-Cu-Fe.
These ore minerals occur in cassiterite - montebrasite -
apatite - albite - quartz - mica veins and in their
intensely sericitized host-rocks.

The importance of this work does not reside only in
the exfreme rarity of this sulfide assemblage, but in the
fact that all these minerals form an inherent part of the
Barquilla deposit and, therefore, they can supply infor-
mation about conditions required for its formation. For
this reason, we sought to determine: a) the identity and

of the sulfides and sulfosalts, b) their spatial
variations throughout the veins and the altered host-
rocks, c) the compositions of sulfides and nature of the
solid solutions in each sulfosalt series, and d) the inter-
pretation of tends in mineral composition, in order to
gain a better knowledge of this complex assemblage of
minerals.

Gsolocv olr rHE BAReutrr.A DEPosrr

Tbree differents lithologies outsrop in this area
(Conetg6 & Iipez Plaza 197 6) (Fig. 1): Recent detrital
deposits, low-grade metamorphic rocks of pre-Ordovi-
cian age (SchisrGreywacke Complex) and granitic
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Ftc. 1. Geographic location ofthe Barquilla deposit (Spain) and geological map showing location ofthe Aurora La Inesperada
and Fuentes Vi1l41s5 mines (from Conetgd & InpezPlaza,1976).
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rocks that form the eastem zone of the Guarda batholith
in Porfugal (Conetg6 &L6pezPlaza 1977).

The Barquilla deposit is exploited in tlree mines:
Aurora, La Inesperada and Fuentes Villanas. This vein-
type deposit has been worked since 1930, producing
Iithium and tin. The veins trend N-S to N7ffE, dip
5-80'SE, and their width ranges from a few centimeters
to one meter. There is commonly wedging and bifurca-
tion in the veins. The host rocks ale inrpure limestone
in the Fuentes Villanas mine, and greywacke, conglom-
erate and schist in the Aurora and La Inesperada mines.
Sericitic alteration, developed along the borders of the
veins, rarely extends a meter into the host rocks. A
comparison of mineral assemblages in the three mines
enables us to group these into two groups: Aurora - La
Inesperada and Fuentes Villanas Qlltxclego et al.
7992a,Pascua 1993).

The mineral assemblage in veins at Aurora and La
Inesperada are cassiterite, apatite, albite, montebrasite,
quartz and sericite, with minor proportions of a colum-
bite-tantalile-group mineral and microlite. Murciego
et al. (L992b) separated two generations of cassiterite
(I and II): the first sas cristslli2ed at an early stage of
mineralization" and the second one is related to sericiti-
zation. Cassiterite I, montebrasite, apatite and albite are

corroded in the first place by quartz and later, by
sericite. The vein - host rock contact in both mines is
marked by a na:row black band of cassiterite tr. In the
altered host-rocks, the following mineral association
has been recognized: sericite - apatite - fluorite - cas-
siterite tr.

The ore minerals studied in the present work occur,
locally, in veins and in altered host-rocks ofthe Fuentes
Villanas mine @ig. 2); cassiterite tr is absent there. In
the veins, the sulfides and sulfosalts are restricted to the
border, where they corrode and filI fissures in albite and
cassiterite I, as well as enclose apatite, microlite and
manganocolumbite. All of them are corroded by quar1z
and sericite. The vein - host rock contact is marked by
a white band that consists mainly of apatite with minor
sericite, quartz, sulfides and sulfosalts. The altered
host-rocks close to the veins are formed by fluorite,
sericite and apatite as gangue minerals, and sulfides and
sulfosalts that are widespread in the sericite, and that
surround and fill fissures in the fluorite.

Satwmrc amo ANervrrcar PnocsDURFs

About fi.fly samples from the walls and pits of the
Fuentes Villanas mine of the Barquilla deposit and
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Hc. 2. Schematic cross-section of the vein and the altered host-rock from the Barquilla deposit (Q: quartz; Cs: cassiterite; S:

sulfides and sulfosala; Fl: fluorite; Se: sericite). Location of the subassociations A, B and C are indicated.
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ANTIMONPBAR(EIIts
ARSBNOPYRITB
BIIIMI'IIIINITB
NATIVB BISMUIIT

BORNIIE
BRIARITIB

CIIALCOPYRTIB

cmNfrrB
COVEII,XTB
DICB{r|B

STANMTB

STANNOIDITB
OALEX{A

CRTENOCBTTB
IIBRZS{BBRONE

MATIUDITB

MAIOSONITE
MOI{ITE
PYRARGYRITB
TSIRAHEX'RITB

TABLE 1. SLILFIDES, SUI,FOSALTS Ar.lD NATM ELEMENTS:
FORMIN,AE, LOCATION AND RELAITVE ABUNDANCE

Vein AlgtdaB

micro-analyses were performed at the Microanalysis
Service, Universit6 de Nancy I (France), on a
CAMECA SX-50 operating at 20 kV and 20 nA.
Standards and X-ray lines used were: PbS @bMcr),
AsFeS (Asfcr), ZaS Q-aKu), CUFeS (SKcr; CuKcl),
SnOz(SnZcl), FeSz(FeKa), Sb2S3(SbZo), CdS
(CdIcr), MnS (MnKcl), GaAs (GaKa) and pure metals
(AgLa,BlMu,GeKu).

SuLHnss AND Surposar-ts: Mn{ERAL Asss\dBLAGEs,
TEXTTIRAL RAATIONSIilP AND PARAGMIESIS

Two different assemblages of sulfides and sulfosalts,
in the veins and in the altered host-rocks ofthe Fuentes
Villanas mine, have been defined. From now on, we
incorporate information on the vein - host rocls contact
with informarion on the altered host-rocks. Table I shows
the different mineral phases found, their theoretical
chemical formulae" distribution and relative abundance.
Some of these minerals are rare and, therefore, will be
described in future detailed studies.

The first assemblage consists of dernfite,
greenockite, tetahedrite, herzenbergite and, in minor

(A&Cu)l6Gbas)2 sll
PEAti
Bi2S3

Bi

Cu5FsS4
Gt2CdGS4

CUFeS

Cu2CdSnS4
CUS

Cu9S5

Or2IbS0S4

G{Fe2GroZn)Su2S t2
Pbs

cds
Sns

AsBiS2

C$F€2SrS8
Cu2SrS3
AS3SbS3

(cu^s\O@oZqCd)2(Sb"Ar)4s l3

e Pdnsipal mi@al E nils pne)

cores from the boreholes drilled in the area have been
studied. The optical observations were complemented
with an electron-microprob e analyz,er. Electron-probe

Flc. 3. Microphotographs in reflected light of the mineral phases in the veins (the scale bar indicates 50 gm): A. Intergrowth of
coexisting demfite (cn) and greenockite (gr). Fractures in cassiterite (cs) are filled with demfite. Black grains are gangue. B.
Cassiterite (cs), partly replaced by herzenbergite @z), sr:rrounded by dernfite (cn). Black grains are gangue. C. Native bismuth
(bi) surrounded by galena (ga) and by the mixnre galena + herzenbergite (ga + hz) penetrating into cassiterite (cs) along small
fractures. D. Greenockite (gr) and demfite (cn) embayed by sericite.
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quantity, chalcopyrite, galena" native bismuth, covellite
and Ag-Bi-Pb{u-bearing sulfosalts. The most abun-
dant phase is demfite (Fig. 3A). There are iregular
bands of tetrahedrite and greenockite within the d€rnyite
(replacement?). Greenockite appears in the borders and
inside gxains of dernfite, seldom in contact with cassit-
erite because dernfite forms a reaction rim between
them. Herzenbergite appears to replace cassiterite I in
borders and fissures; as well, it is included in dernfite
(Fie.3B).

Tiny inclusions are widespread in the dernfite and,
less commonly, in the greenockite. These inclusions
have similar features: micrometric size, more or less
oval shape, white color and high reflectivity. Generally,
they are Bi-Ag-Pb{u-bearing sulfosalts an4 more
rareln galena pyrargnite or herzenbergite. Native bismuth
seems to be included in dernfite and fills fissures in
cassiterite, generally surrounded by galena or by inter-
mediate members of the galena - herzenbergite solid-
solution serie.s (Fig. 3C).

Commonly, chalcopyrite and tetrahedrite seem to be
associated in the veins; bofh can be surrounded by
demfite as well as fill fissures in dernfite and

greenockite. Chalcopyrite may be present as a thin
discontinuous rim around tle demfite.

Covellite occurs sporadically and has probably devel-
o@ as a result ofthe supergene alteration of chalcopyrite.

kr the altered vein, demfite andgreenockite ale dissemi-
nat€d witlin the sericite gangte, where corroded relics
of cassiterite I are common. Cemfite, the most abun-
dant phase, and gteenockite occur as isolated small
crystals corroded by sericite (Fig. 3D).

In the second assemblage, a banded zonal distribu-
tion of sulfides and sulfosalts has been recognized.
Each band has a variable width (millimeter scale), and
there is a gradual transition from one to the next.

From the altered zone in the vein toward the unal-
tered host-rocks, the following subassociations appear
(Fig. 2). Band A consists of dernfite - stannoidite -
tetrahedrite (Frg. 4A). This subassociation is better
developed where the apatite - sericite - quartz band
(vein - host rocls contact) is thicker (l millimeter).
Stannoidite is present as single crystals, although it
commonly surrounds dernfite, and occurs intergrown
with tetrahedrite. eernfite fills transverse cracks in the
vein (evidence of remobilization?). Band B consists of
chalcopyrite -tetrahedrite -mawsonite - cadmianbriartite

Frc. 4. Microphotographs in reflected light ofthe mineral phases in the altered host-rock (the scale bar indicates 50 pm): A.
Cernfite (cn) partly surroundedby stannoidite (std). Apatite and sericite constitute the gangue. Crossed nicols. B. Intergrowth
of mawsonite (mw) and stannoidite (std) in contact with cadmian briartite (br). C. Mawsonite (mw) in conlact with bomite
@o) and chalcopyrite (cp). The two latter sulfides are rimmed by digenite (di). D. Chalcopyrite (cp) partly replaced by stannite
(s0 and tetrahedrite (te). Stannite surrounds terahedrite.
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- mohite - antimonpearceite - bomite - stannoidite -
stannite - native bismuth - bismuthinite - arsenopyrite
(Figs. 48, C, D). These phases surround flakes of mica
and fill interstices among them in the altered host-
rocks. [n some cases, they appear to have crystnllized
within small geodes, as the sulfide grains have a shape
controled by euhedral quartz and apatite crystals. Chal-
copyrite is the most abundant sulfide in this band. It
occurs: (a) intergrown with mawsonite, cadmian briar-
tite, tetraheftite and bornite, and shows a granulr texfinq
probably as a result of simultaneous crystallization, (b)
corroded by mohite, tetahedrite, antimonpearceite and
stannite, and (c) as oval or rounded micro-inclusions in
stannite crystals, in which they could represent exsolu-
tion lamellae. Stannoidite occurs associated with
mawsonite (commonly, stannoidite is replaced by
mawsonite) or in contact with chalcopyrite and tetrahe-
drite.

Cadmian briaftite has an irregular distribution in
band B, in which sulfides and sulfosalts are present as
xenomorphic crystals; cadmian briartite commonly
presents a characteristic laminal habit that helps in its
identification. It is commonly in contact with tetrahe-
drite and chalcopyrile, even though it has been found with
bornite, mawsonite, stannite, stannoidite and digenite.

It commonly contains inclusions of tefrahedrite. Mohite
replaces chalcopyrite or is between chalcopyrite and
tetrahedrite grains. Mohite may be overlooked because
ofits similarity to stannoidite; for this reason, it could
be more abundant than we currently indicate. Bornite
generally seems to be in contact with chalcopyrite,
mawsonite and tefrahedrite. It contains exsolution
lamellae of chalcopyrite and, in some cases, a rim of
digenite. Antimonpearceite corrodes chalcopyrite and
presents complex intergrowths with stannite surrounding
the chalcopyrite. Native bismuth is a minor phase that
appears as simple grains surrounded by bismuthinite.

Band C consists of chalcopyrite + digenite. Both
minerals are disseminated in a sericite gangue. Chalco-
pyrite usually presents a rim of digenite.

Mineral deposition in the Fuentes Villanas mine
occurred in three stages: the first one is represented
by crystallization of cassiterite I, columbotantalite,
microlite and gangue minerals like albite, montebrasite
and quafi in the veins; in the second the vein sulfide and
sulfosalt assemblage crystallizd and during the last stage,
sulfide and sulfosalts of the altered host-rocks were
deposited- Stages I and tr arc separafed by an episode of
deformation, and stages tr and ltr, by the episode of
intense hydrothermal alteration (sericitization) (Frg. 5).

STAGIT I STAGEII STAGEIII

CASSITBRITE

0 L{ {Rofr4[\rmrrrF

MICROLM

APATME

MONTEBRASITB

ALBITE

QUARTZ
HERZENBERGITE

GREEI{OCKITE

fERNfnE

NATIVEBISMUTH

GALENA

CHAITCOPYRITE

TETRAHEDRNE

STANNOIDITE

STANNrIE

MAWSOMIE

BRIARTTIE

MOIIITB

N$IIMCNTEARGM

DIGENTTE

COVELLITE

FLUORITE
SFPTT'TTF

FIc. 5. Paragenetic sequence of deposition of ore and gangue minerals in the Barquilla
deposit.
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TABLE 2. RFRTSENTATIVB CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TETRAHDRIIE
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ALTERED 38,18
zoNB 3&!6

3&05
34.98
36.3E
35.66
39.10

Cr
vErN 9.90

10.@
939
934
9.68

ALTBRTD 9.99
zoNE 10.15

10.26
9.62
9J4
10.01
t0.13

WEIG}ITPRCENT
Ms Cd Sb
!j. 43t n.98
Ed. 4.65 28.n
trd 4.83 n.63
rd. 4,n n.zl
Ld 5.12 n.43

0.83 6.03 Lm
- 0n 4.67
- 3Jl 25.03
- 10.96 24.85
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tL67
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tLTl
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tLtl
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0.18 !d
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029 ttl
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oit otz

0J4
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1.04
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0.01 D.d.
0.02 all
Og2 ilL
0.03 nn
0,m 0d,

0.03

o; o.rr
- 0.06

0.04
03r
0.G

3.01
3.95
332
357
3JO
337
3.06

Fe
1.96
t92

201
Ltl

t.44
5.O2
t39
0.79
2.fi
0.60
LW

AC 7a
t.96 239
1.93 256
3JI 2N
1.89 lJ5
LU ln

0:t4 1.32
0.94
L75 UU
L@ 035
13t t94
t.t2 0n
0.47 L86

As 7^
031 0.63
0.3t 0.68
0J7 053
0.63 0.47
0.46 0.47

0.ll 0.34
0.t5
0.44 039
o34 0.@
o37 0.49
0.19 0.2r
0.o? 0:f2

S@plo C!
VEIN 37

5.38
y'r3
v.72
35.12

0n
0.91
l. l l
l.0E
1.03

5J4
1.03
!.45

tJ9
2"05
5.06

ATOMIC PROPORTIONS GOTAL ATOMS'D)
Fe MD Cd Sb A!

0.61 rd 0.72 3.Yl 02
0.60 nd. 0i2 4.06 021
0.66 ilL oji 356 0
0.63 [d. 0n 3.90 025
0.66 trd. 0.80 3.95 024

l . l 8
023

os2
031
0.49
l . l l

oA3 0.25 0.E9
tjl - 0.l l
0.43 - 0J3
02s . 1.70
0.75 0J? 037
0.t9 - t32
0.62 - 027

(rLd.: not determine4 -: not d€t€cted)

Crmmcer CovrposmoN or Suumns
AND SULFOSALTS

Salfosalts

We have recogaized and provide data for tbree sepa-
rate solid-soluflon series: tefrahedrite-tennantite, pear-
ceite-antimonpearceite, and pyrargyrite-proustite.

Tefahedrite is the only member of the lehahedrite-
tenantite solid-solution series presenq it occurs in the
veins and in the altered host-rocks. The Sb/(Sb + As)

5

bo

\s

Atomic ToCu

Flc. 6. Plot of Cu content oftetrahedrite versrrs its Ag content,
showing data from Table 2 as rrell as otlers of the same
deposits (atomic%o).

value (Iable 2) remains almost constant (0.96) for
tefiaheddte in the veins, whereas it ranges from 0.75 to
0.90 for tefr"hedrite of the host rocks. A high and
uncommon content of Bi has been detected inthis phase
(up to 3.69 wt.Vo). OnIy minor quantities of Ge (up to
0.72 wt.Vo) have been detected in some grains of tetra-
hedrite; this could be due to contamination during the
microprobe analyses, because those grains arc very
small inclusions in briartite.

The main cation within the serieso Cu, has a well-
defined reciprocal relation with Ag (Ftg. 6): as copper
decreases (fuom 35.29 ro 29.63 at.%o), tJre silver content
rises (from 0.31 to 6.47 at%o). Shikazono & Kouda
(1979) and Miler & Craie (1983) found similil 6snds.

Frc. 7. Triangular plot (atomic) showing compositions of tetra-
hedrite from the Barquilla deposil (O): vein, (O): altered
zone,

cd

o ^

40353025201510

ZnFe
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TABII 3. REPRESENTATryE CIIEMICAL COMPOSITION OF
ANTMOMEARCEITE

Sample
I
2
3
4

Cu
| 4.U2
2 3.t0
3 3.O2
4 3.t4

Cu Ag
ll.61 60.03
8.89 65.81
8.95 4.20
9.16 63.39

WEIGHTPERCENT
Fe Gl Sb As
- 0.51 11.33 0.29
- o.s1 9.53 0.21
- 0.52 9.61 0.32
- o.6t 9.96 0.28

0.1I 1.73 0.O7
0.10 l.1t 0.09
0.15 1.79 0.09

S Total
l5.zl8 99.25
15.18 100.19
t6.?2 99.82
16.08 9954

s
10.54
10.,10
11.04
10.90

Bi

ATOMIC PROPORTIONS (TOTAL ATOMS=29)
Ag Fe Cd Sb As Bi

12.30 - 0.10 z.M 0.09
13.50
t2.w
t2.86

G: not de0ected)

n a 0

!b
- t o

s l o

F z o

s

r
S b . P E A R

O 9

=-=-=-F:=- -=- - -
As.po,,y I  polv
a r . r v & t

_  _ I _

30 rl0 50

Atomlc 7o Sb ln

70

(Sb,As)

FIc. 8. Classification scheme based on compositional ranges, for polybasite-a$enopoly-
basite and antimonpeaxceitejreaxceite solid-solution series (after Hall 1967).

TABLE 4. REPRESENTATIVE CTIEMICAL COMPOSITION OF
PYRARGYRITE

Sample
I
2

I
2

Cu Ag
- 58.60

0.62 ffi.92

WEIGI{TPERCENT
Fe Cd Sb As
- 0.44 23.23 0.43
- 0.39 n.4r 0.4s

Bi S Toal
- t6.67 W.37

0.67 17.00 l@.46

AToMIC PRoPoRTIONS GOTAL ATOMS=7)
C u A g F e C d S b A s B i S
- 3.m - 0.00 1.06 0.06 - 2.89

0.05 3.06 - 0.00 0.93 0.05 0.00 2.90

(-: not detected)

In the same plot, it is shown that the tehahedrite of the
veins is richer in Ag.

There are clear differences between the tetrahedrite
in veins and host rocks in relation with the content in
Cd, Fe, Zn (F ig.7). The former have constant :uaounts
of these elements; however, the second group exhibits
wide compositional ranges in terms of these elements.
Note that although the most homogeneous tetrahedrite

is found in veins, tetraheddte with the higbest Cd content
(10.96 tlt.Vo) is located in the altered host-rocks. Tne
highest Cd contents of natural tetrahedrite recorded in
the literature seem to have been: LL.70 wLVo (Panick
1978) and 5.81 ,lut.Vo (Voropayev et al. 1988).

The manganese content hurs not been checked in the
samples from veins. One grain of tetrahedrite from
altered host-rocks contains a significant amount of this
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TABIE 5. REPRESENTATTVB CHEMICAL COMPOSMON OF
Ag-Pb.Bi-BEARING SLJLFOSALTS
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Sanple
I
2
J

s
,
a

a

I
a

J

Cu Ag
0.77 19.07
0.86 21.6
0.13 28.73

Cu Ag
0.04 0.73
0.o4 0.7E
0.@ 0.98

WEIGTITPERCENT
Fe Cd Sb Pb Bi S Total

0.78 28.69 35.m 15.68 100.20

: : 0'64 2014 3?:?l i;E 'ffi.fl
STRUCTI.JRAL FORMUL{ (S=2)
Fe Cd Sb Pb Bi

0.04 0.57 0.32

- : o_* o':' 3;.1i

(-: not detected)

TABLE 6. REPRESENTATM CHEtvflCAL COMPOSITION OF STANNTTE-GROUP MINERALS

Sample Cu
STANMTE 28.41

28.U
30.10

dsRNfrrE 27.30
25.95
27.57

BRJARTITE 31.16
29.45
29.75

STANNOIDME 39.23
38.59
39.43

MAWSONTTE 44.47
42.q
43.83

Cu
STANNITE 2.OO

2.m
2.08

dr.mYns 2.u7
1.98
2.Or

BRJAR'ITIE 2.13
2.02
2.07

STANNOIDITE 8.II
7.98
8.16

I'
0.6

'1
0.93
0.92

7,1
t.39
I i -3

0.58 20.6 23.9{J
n.d. 18.51 24.21
n.d. 16.46 24.57

S Total
28.05 99.47
28.03 9.4
29.@ 9.29

26.32 99.&
26.98 99.%
n.54 99.68

- 0.84
t.52 l . l9
0.76 2.78

0.?l 1t.99
2:t4 9.90
2.98 9.93

- 0.10 0.05
0.10 0.10 n.d.
0.05 0.23 n.d.

0.13 2.75
0.52 2.36
0.53 2.37

- 2.16
- 2.35
- 2.N

WEIGI|TPERCENT
Fe Mtr Cd Sn

6.55 0.38 8.86 26.t7
6.M O.n 8.51 26.Vt
t0.2s 0.58 1.01 n.79

TT

0.00 n.d"
n.d. n.d"
n.d. n.d.

Ga

- 3.31 - 19.5r
- 0.49 0.7r n.02
- o.52 0.25 24.03

14.80
t5.76
t6.a

99.05
99.57
9 9 . &

99.99
99.qI

100.14

100.04
99.15

100.00

- 29.28
- 29.22
- 29.42

- 29.30
- 29.36
- 28.93

- 29.t5
- 29.50
- 29.t8

0.75 lE.Ol
0.71 18.17
0.75 18.12

i'
0.00

'.:'

- 13.09 13.33
- 15.3s - 0.21 11.69
- 13.07 t3.92

ATOMIC PROPORTIONS CIOTAL ATOMS=8,25,17)
Zn Fe Mn Cd Sn Ge
0.09 0.55 0.05 0.36 1.00
0.14 0.55 0.00 0.36 t.00

- 0.80 0.o4 0.04 1.02

- n.d.
n.d. n.d.
n-d. n.d

0.87
o.n
o.n

0.26
0.04 0.04
0.04 0.00

0.87 0.96
0.7't 0.96
0.70 0.98

0.74
0.88
o.92

0.13 t.96
0.13 1.96
0.13 r.El

- 0.95
0.m 0.E7

_ 1,05

s
3.95
3.95
4.m

3.95
4.05
4.U2

3.96
4.00
4.00

I l .9t
12.M
I 1.84

MAWSONIIE

0.04
0.(X

7.85
E.02
7.93

6.M
5.75
6.01

(n.d.: not determined; -: not delected)
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element (1.87 tttt.Vo). This can be considered as an
example ef slighfly manganoan--cadmian tetrahedrite,
reported previously by Dobbe (1992).

The compositional variability of tetrahedrite from
the altered host-rocks may reflect, in p*t, their secon-
dary character, as indicated by textural relationships.
Most of the Fe" Cd and,Zn contents could have been
incorporated during replacement of pre-existing minerals,
such as chalcopyrite and greenockite.

Pearceite-antimonpearceite is the second most abun-
dant solid-solution series. The chemical composition
of these phases is shown in Table 3. On the basis of
the classification scheme devised by Hall (7967), aJl
samples from the Fuentes Villanas mine consist of
antimonpearceite (Frg. 8).

The identified phases within pyrargyrite-proustite
series are antimonian end-members (Table 4), and they
fit the ideal formula.

Compositional variations among sulfosalt minerals
have been examined using Sb(Sb + As) and Agi(Ag +
Cu) values. Owing to the scarcity and small size of
pyrargyrite and antimonpearceite samples, the number
of analyses is less representative than in the case of
tetahedrite. The Sb/(Sb + As) values do not vary sig-
nificantly among phases, with the exception of the host-
rock tetrahedrite.

Other Pb-Bi-Ag-bearing sulfosalts, with a composi-
tion intermediate between galena and matildite, are
intergrown with galena Clable 5) and show wide vari-
ations in Pb contents. Sulfosalts vrith similar composi-
tions have been reported by Bortnikov et al. (L987)
and can be considered interrrediate members in the
galena-matildite solid-solution series.

Minerals of the stannite group

Five minerals ofthis group have been recognized in
the Fuentes Villanas mine. They are represented by the
general formula AzBCSq, (A: Cu, Ag B: Fe, Zn, Cd, and

C: Sn, Ge): stannite (Cu2FeSnSa), dernfite
(Cu2CdSnSa) and briartite [Cuz(FeZn,Cd)GeSa], as
well as stannoidite and mawsonite. There is a wide
range in extent of substitutions for Fe and Cd in stan-
nite, demfite and briartite, as surnnuuized in Table 6; the
Zn content of these minerals is low.

Experimental studies on the pseudobinary system
Cu2ZnSnSa - Cu2CdSnS4 (kesterite-lerntile) (Osadchii
1991) revealed the existence of a solid-solution series
between them, but in the case of the stannite-ternfite
series. the limiK of the solid solution have not been
experimentally determined. The range of the solid solu-
tion between stannite and demfite is wide in Barquilla
and Tanco deposits (Kissin er a/ 1978); there is quite an
important range of substitution of Cd for Fe (and Zn) in
stannite and of Fe and Zn for Cd in dernfite (Fig. 9).
dernf & Hanis (1973) found a positive correlation be-
tween Za and Cd contents in stannite from the Tanco
granitic pegmatite. This tend is not suggested for stan-
nite from Barquilla.

In the same way as 6emfite, briartite presents a wide
variation in its chemical composition Clable 6). Examples
of briartite from Tsumeb and Kipushi (Francotte et aL
1965, Viaene & Moreau 1968, Ottenburgs & Goethats
1972, Geier & Ottemann L972) are 7n end-members,
whereas samples from this orebody are Cd end-members
as well as intermediate members between Cd and Fe
end-members (Fig. 10), showing the possible existence
of a new Cd-Fe solid-solution series with total absence
of Zn @abkine et al. l99O). We are in the process of
determining the structure of this phase to confirm that
it is a new species.

On the other hand although experimental studies
(Moh 1975) have shown ttrat the existence of a sotd
solution series between Sn and Ge end-members (cadmian
briartite - dernfite) is possible, evidence for it has not
been found in the Barquilla deposit.

cd
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FIc. 9. Composition of starmite and derntite in the C!(Cu+Sn)
- Cd(Cd+Fe+Zn) diagram-
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Hc. 10. Compositions of briartite in terms of Cd-Fe-Zn: !:
Barquilla O: Tsumeb, and A: Kipushi.
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TABI.E 7. REPRESENTATIVE CTIEMICAL COMPOSMON OF DIGENTTE

WEIGTITPERCENT ATOIvtrC PROPORTIONS
(TOTALATOMS=I4)

Cu Ag Fe
8.16 0.22 0.n
8.71 0.n 0.00
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Sanple Cb
| 69.U
2 74.14

s
5.39
5.(b

Ag Fe
2.83 426
3.U 0.70

s
23.03
2tn

Total
9.56
tm.05

(-: not detected)

TABLE 8. REPRESENTATTVE CHEMICAL COMPOSMON OFMOHIIB

Sarryle Gr Ag Fe
| 36.75 0.s3 0.74
2 36.52 0.47 0.77
3 35.33 - 2.O2
4 3s.42 - 1.89
5 35.50 1.29

WEIGTITPERCENT
Mu Cd Sn
0.y - 30.61
0.33 - 30.55

- o.M 32.et
- 0.58 33.@

o.u - 31.04

S]b S TOTAL
3.03 n.ss 99.55
3.n n.@ 99.51

- 28.79 9.25
- ?s.65 9.63
- zf.y %.6r

ATOMIC PROFoRTIONS CTOTAL ATOMS=6)
O t A g F e M n C d S n S b S

I 2.0t 0.00 0.03 0.03 - 0.90 0.69 2.98
2 Ln 0.00 0.03 0.03 - 0.90 0.10 2.n
3 1.89 - 0.13 - 0.00 0.94 - 3.03
4 l.9l - 0,t0 - 0.m 0.95 - 3.03
5 1.96 0.03 - 0.m - 0.9t - 3.09

(-: not detected)

The chemical composition of stannoidite fits the
ideal formula: CqFe|@eh,7n)Sn2S12 (Shimizu &
Shikazono 1987). T\eF*+ Znvalue inferred, obtained
by their method of calculation, varies between
0.6 and 6.

Mawsonite is compositionally homogeneous and
does not deviate from its ideal formula-

Simple saffides

Digenite contains significant arnounts of Fe and Ag,
up to 4.26 wLVo ard 3.4 wt.Vo, respectively (Table 7).

The composition of several grains of mohite deviates
significantly from its ideal formula: Cu2SnS3 (Table 8),
although i1 la5 high Fe, Sb and Ag conlenls, minql
quantities of Mn, and traces of Ge, As, GA Zn and Bi.
Sb and Ag contents of the mohite that is in contact with
tetrahedrite range from 3.03 to 3.27 wtvo and from
0.53 to 0.25 wt.7o, respectively. Mohite coexisting with
chalcopyrite contains high concentrations of Fe
(3.57-3.28 wtVo). T\e compositional variability may
reflect in part" their secondary character, indicated by
textural relationships.

Hezenbergiie shows low Cu, Sb, Ag and Fe contents
and traces of Ga, Mn, Bi and Zn. Various intermediate
members o the herzenbergite-galena solid-solution
series have been analyzed (Table 9).

Galena shows limited substitution of Bi, Ag for Pb.
Only one gain contains a significant arnount of Cu
(1.9L tttt.Vo). The composition of galen4 plotfed in the
Pb-Bi-Ag diagram, plots to the rigbt of the galena-

matildite joint (Fig. 11). Various investigators
(Czamanske & Hall 1975, Karup-Mgller L977,Paar et
al. L980, Makovicky & I(arup-M@ller 1984, Pattrick
1984) have shown that the composition of the galena
component of the matildite-galena intergrowths plots
on or very close to the galena-matildite joint whereas
galena directly associated with Pb-Bi-Ag sulfosalts
is enriched in Bi relative to Ag, as observed in the
Barquilla deposit. Ag and Bi contents in galena are
explained by the coupled substitution Ag1+ Sb!(Bi$)
--> 2Pbb (Karup-M@ller L977, Kwup-Mgller & Pauly
1979, Jeppson 1987, Gaspar et al. L987).

Analytical data for the greenockite show substitution
of Zn and Mn for Cd (up to 6.19 and 1.00 wt.7o, respec-
tively).

D$cussIoNS AND CoNcLUSIoN

This study of sulfides, sulfosalts and a native element
from the Fuentes Villanas mine shows that not only are
there mineralogtcal differences between the vein and
the altered host-rocks, but also important compositional
differences.

Tin is an element that is present in the veins and in
ttre altered host-rocks. Cadmium in the veins forms is
own sulfides (dernfite and greenockite) and is concen-
trated in tetrahedrite. Gouanvic & Babkine (1985)
described the occurrence of Cd-bearing sulfosalts in
the mineralized veins from the Monteneme deposit, but
no mineral containing essential Cd has been found. In
the altered host-rocks, Cd is incorporated in cadmian
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TABLE 9. REPRESENTATIVE CHEMICAL COMPOSMON OF MEMBERS OF
TI{E GALENA-HERZENBERGITE SOLID.SOLUTION SERIES

Cu
o.:4

q!

o.o2

Sample
I

WEIG}ITPERCENT
Ag Fe Pb Sn Sb

38.34 4t.31
40.81 39.06 0.22

B i s
t.16 17.34
0.77 16.94

Total
98.79
s7.80

STRUCTIJRAL FORMIT.A (S2)
A g F e P b S n S b B i S

0.33 0.4 - 0.02 I
0.38 0.o 0.00 0.m l

(-: not detected)

Bi(sb)

.  91  92  93  9 t l
ag

briartite, tehahedrite and, to a minor extent, in minerals
of the stannite group. Cre has been detected only in
sulndes from the host rocks; the highest concentrations
of Ge occur, chiefly, in briartite (from 12.09 to
L6.07 wt.Vo) and, to a minor extent, in tetrahedrite (up
to 0.72 stt.Eo) and stannite (0.69 tttt.Vo).

In unmetamorphosed sulfide ore deposits, at high
activity of S, Ge will form its own sulfides, such as
briartite, renierite or germanite if the Ge concentra-
tion is sufficient, or else it will substitute for As, Sn
or other metals in sulfosalts (Bernstein 1985). These
factors have allowed the formation of one of the
sulfides of this elemenl sadmian briartite. in the
Barquilla deposit.

P b

Ge in hydrothermal fluid either derives from emich-
ment during the fractional crystallization of a magm4
or is due to the incorporation of Ge from the county
rocks: the fiequent associations of Ge-bearing sulfides
and sedimentary host-rocks enriched in organic mate-
ial (e.9., Tsumeb and Kipushi) could be due, in part,
to this mechanism (Bernstein 1985). The very high
content of Ge (16.7 ppm) in fts unmineralized calc-sili-
cate host-rocks of the Fuentes Villanas mine lead us to
tld:rk of a possible leaching of Ge from the host rocks.
This hypothesis would explain tle presence of Ge in the
host rocks and its absence in the vein.

Cu, Fe and Zn are concenfrated in sulfides in the host
roch whereas Ag is concentrated in sulfosalts in the

Flc. 11. Triangular plot (atomic) showing a portion of tle system Pb--Ag-Bi(Sb) and
composition ofgalena analyzed in this study, as well as selected data from the literature.
Open circles are from the Barquilla deposit; solid circles are from Foord & Shawe
(1989).
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veins (tetrahedrite and pyrargyite). Bi is scarce in the veins
ofthe Barquilla deposit; it is concenftated at low levels
in matildite, native bismuth, tetrahedrite and galena.
Foord & Shawe (1989) reported that if Ag and Bi are
available to substitute for Pb, the substitution will occur
readily, particularly in systems with low contents in Cu,
Sb and Zn. On the other hand if Ag and Sb are avail-
able at the moment of crystrllization and Bi is rare, a
complete solid-solution series could form between
galena and matildite. However, lt Cu, 7a and other
metals are presenl Ag and Sb will be incorporated into
minerals as a tetahedrite-tennantite-group mineral,
and only a limited amount will substitute for Pb in
galen4 as it does in Fuentes Villanas mine.

The ratio of fugacity of sulfur to fugacity of oxygen
govems the crystallization of Sn-bearing sulfides or
cassiterite: where there is a high ratio of sulfur to
oxygen, tin sulfides will be generated, and ifcassiterite
appeas, it will be associated with Sn-Fe-bearing sulfides.
This type of deposit is rare and, in most examples, Cu
(as well as Fe, Cd, 7.n) is present, leading to the forma-
tion of stannite-group minerals (Moh 1974), as occun
at the Fuentes Villanas mine.

Textural relationships among sulfides and cassiterite
at the Fuentes Villanas mine suggest the eristence of a
first stage with low ratio of sulfur to oxygen fugacity,
leading to the fomntion of cassiterite I in the three
mines. Afterward. there was a local inversion of this
ratio, that is to say, an increase in sulfur fugacity,
recorded only at the Fuentes Villanas mine, which
explains the deposition of sulfides and sulfosalts. In the
veins, the presence of cassiteriie corroded first by
herzenbergite and later by demfite, suggests a progres-
sive change of flis ratio. Dimnn ft Nekrasov (1966)
noied that SnS precipitates under reducing conditions
from solutions relatively low in S. Crystallization took
place before the sericitic al0eration.

The sequence of crystallization observed in the
altered zone is dernfite -+ stannoidite -+ mawsonite.
Stannite does not occur associated with these minerals,
but instead with chalcopyrite (exsolution?) and with
chalcopyrite + tetrahedrite (replacement). Mawsonile
commonly replaces and corrodes grains of stannoidite.
Simil2l textures have been found in synthetic samples
Q-re, et aL 1975) and in other natural samples (Markfiam
& Lawrence L965,trr'aj et aI. 7975, ldanning 1983).
I-pe et al. (1975) demonstated that tle formation of
mawsonite is favored by an increase in S fugacity as
well as by a reduction in temperature. This fact suggests
tlat the mawsonite fotmed by the increase of sulfr:r
fugacity or reduction in temperature (or both). Further-
more, this increase is reflected by the decomposition of
native bismuth to give bismuthinite, extensively reeort€d
in various assemblages, formed together with the serici-
tic alteration.

The following sequence of crystallization of the
Sn-bearing minerals may be proposed:

cassiterite - herzenbergite -+ demfite ->

stannoidite -> mawsonite.

This sequence involves a progrcssive increase of the
metaVS. F*n€* and Cu/Sn values in these minerals.
which is consistent with the drop in temperature
expected from the veins to tle altered host-rocks.

Minerals tke cadmian bdartite, mohite, antimon-
pearceite and chalcopyrite seem have been generated
simulaneously.

The crystallization of sulfides and sulfosalts in the
Barquilla deposit seems to have taken place in an un-
usual chemical syst€rn, because these minerals arc not
present in most ordinary hydrothermal sulfide assem-
blages; furthermore, they show an unusual range of
compositions, that leads, in extreme cases, to the forma-
tion of rare mineral species such as herzenbergite,
dernfite, mohite and cadmian briartite.
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